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ABSTRACT

Food hubs has seen substantial growth in past few decades but the overall operational efficiency and effectiveness is a concern for the managers of these facilities. The physical layout and infrastructure of the facility along with training to the operators is one of the critical part of improvements that will improve the efficiency of these facilities. Regional food hubs even though different from large-scale food hubs, effectively need both operational efficiency and effectiveness. Currently, the food hub is reliant on volunteer labor without any specific training materials to help them acclimatize to their respective job. The lack of training provided to the volunteers causes volunteer frustration and operational errors. The ad-hoc labeling system used in the food hubs to hold the material there is another area for concern.

This thesis proposed a scientific management approach to management of operations as compared to the ad-hoc methods followed currently. This thesis analyzed the current workflow method, infrastructure layout of the facilities and the operating procedure followed by the workers and compared the efficiency with the addition of scientific management techniques like training and standard operating procedure for workers along with improved layout of the facility.

In order to check for the current efficiency, Task Analysis and Time study techniques were used. A scaled down simulation of the regional food hub was set up in the lab and a control group performs the task as it is performed in the food hub currently. The experimental groups performed the task in the modified method using scientific management principles like training, standard work procedure and process improvement. The four-group experiment
helped the experimenter compare the efficiency of the current and the proposed method and find out which factor is making more of an impact on the identified KPI’s like time to stack, time to pack, number of errors while stacking, number of errors while packing and team interaction.

The experiment designed was a 2*2 factorial design, consisting of 60 participants divided into four treatment groups. The treatment groups had all combinations of the two independent variables ‘Training’ and ‘Process Improvement’. Each treatment group had five teams with three members each. The above-mentioned KPI’s were studied. The results shows that for time to stack and pack, both training and process improvement significantly reduce time. For Number of error while stacking, both training and process improvement are significant whereas for time to pack, only process improvement significantly reduce the number of errors. Both Training and Process Improvement is significant in improving the Team Interaction score.
“The structure of agriculture in the United States is moving towards two relatively separate spheres: large, corporately coordinated, agricultural commodity production units; and dispersed, local, and smaller-scale farms relying on direct markets” (Lyson, Stevenson, & Welsh, 2008). In the case of United States, 99.2% of all food purchased is through traditional wholesale channels such as restaurants, grocery stores, and institutions (Martinez, et, al). It was a tough market for small-scale markets in the future. However, over the last decade, consumers have found a market for specific goods in the small local markets. Specifically, there is an increased demand for locally produced food and this has seen the rise of direct markets. A focus of the local food system movement early on nationally was organically grown produce. Over time, trends have evolved to include an emphasis on environmentally sustainable production methods without necessarily being certified as organic. National research on food hubs conducted in 2013, described in the following section, explored the approach of food hubs related to procurement of locally produced foods and their use of specific criteria (requirement for) versus preferences for certified and non-certified organic, sustainably produced and other categories of food products.

Thus there is a very clear increase in demand of regionally produced for over the last decade and this rise is mainly due to its social, economic and environmental benefits.
Local/Regional food

The word local has been ambiguously used over the years. According to the definition adopted by the U.S. Congress in the 2008 Food, Conservation, and Energy Act, the distance anything can be transported and still be called ‘locally or regionally produced agricultural food product’ is less than 400 miles from its origin, or within the State in which it is produced. As mentioned above, the demand for local/regional food has grown tremendously in the United States over the last decade. Since 2007-2014, the growth in farmer’s market is 180%, growth in Regional food hubs is 280% and growth in School districts with farm to school programs is around 430% (Low et al, 2015). In addition, the growth of Direct to consumer sales grew by a multiple of 3 from 1992-2007. The reason why the consumers prefer local food is not only because of environmental factors but also because of social, health and economic factors. (Tropp, 2008) Local food according to customers have higher quality, gives them a chance to learn about the farming practices, support local farmers and small-scale business and economically productive use of land. 66% of the people strongly believe it supports local economies, 60% believe they get a wider variety of products, 45% of the people believe that it provides a healthier alternative, 19% believe that local food enhances carbon footprint and 19% believe that it will lead to an increase in natural or organic production (AT Kearny, 2013). The study also found that 38% of the people are willing to pay 5% or more, whereas 24% of the people are willing to pay 10% or more for locally grown food. In addition, people in all segments of the economic strata are willing to pay more for locally grown food with 57% of the low-income families and 95% of the Single urban families willing to pay more.
**Food hub**

As people in each community move more towards local food, the community took an initiative to organize the diverse local food production and distribution solution and thus leading to the formation of a community based local food system. Thus the novel concept of ‘Food hubs’ emerged. Food hubs are defined as “financially viable businesses that demonstrate a significant commitment to place through aggregation and marketing of regional food” (Fischer et al, 2015a). This definition is a narrower version of the USDA definition that sees food hubs as mechanisms for working with local producers and community to create a diverse collection of local food while having a positive economic, social and environmental impact within their communities (Barnham et al., 2012). The food hub thus provides a point, which could act as a single point where producers can bring their goods and expect a better cut of profit. In addition, food hubs provided that point where consumers could come and buy local food.

**Regional Food hub**

The regional food hub is defined as “a business or organization that actively manages the aggregation, distribution, and marketing of source-identified food products primarily from local and regional producers to strengthen their ability to satisfy wholesale, retail, and institutional demand”. (Barnham et al., 2012). Thus, they act as the key driver towards creating large, reliable, consistent supply of local food. The main characteristics of a regional food hub according to (Barnham et al., 2012) are that they coordinate the aggregation and sale of local goods, the producers are involved in the business side of operations and are just not people who supply goods and makes sure that the producers get a good price for their produce using market differentiation techniques. Thus, they aim to be a positive impact on social, economic and environmental factors, not just the financial side.
The overall operation of a food hub is very similar to a conventional food supply chains. The food hubs since they act as the aggregator and distribution channel for the goods should make sure they have a very good supply chain system in place. Most of the food hubs have made investment in the food distribution infrastructure. They generally have a building that acts as a warehouse and a distribution center (Barnham et al. 2012). The major difference between the food hub and a conventional store is that, the conventional store mainly works for profit and this profit is not shared equally with the producers who are more often than not exploited. The food hubs on the other hand, makes sure they keep it fair for the producers and focuses on the well-being of all stakeholders. The wholesale buyers who want to have local products in the store find food hubs an easy place to get the products rather than approaching individual producers (Barnham et.al. 2012). The regional food hubs can generally be classified into Farm to business/institution model, farm to consumer model and hybrid model. The regional food hubs are better than other direct to consumer markets like farmer market and farm stands because they have a consistent supply of food items. The food cooperatives in this research study is based on the Farm-to-consumer model (Barnham et.al. 2012). This is where the food hubs are responsible for marketing, aggregating, packaging and distributing products directly to the consumers. The food hubs generally have a 2-week selling cycle during which the producers are supposed to bring in the quantities ordered by the customers. The food hubs act as distribution centers taking in the supplies bought by the producers, placing them in the specific inventory locations, processing them as need be, picking them according to the orders and repackaging them according to customer orders. Since the regional hubs are mainly organized and run by non-professionals, there are many operational challenges faced.
Factors affecting operational efficiency/Challenges faced in food hubs

Even if there are various benefits of a food hub, there are many challenges faced. The top 5 challenges faced by food hubs are, balancing supply and demand (37%), managing growth (19%), access to capital (14%), finding appropriate technology (5%) and lack of ownership of infrastructure (4%). Even though food hubs are growing in the United States with over 95% of the food hubs experiencing an increase in demand for their products and services (Purcell E, 2014), the food hubs earn only 4% profit with an average of -2%. A typical food hub operates with a net margin of -2.99%. (Purcell E, 2014). This clearly suggests that even if food hubs are a very good and growing initiative, there needs to be work done all aspects for it to achieve its real potential.

Operational challenges are another big factor for the food hubs. Around 45% of the food hubs managers mentioned that increasing staff, securing more product supply, increasing truck/delivery capacity and increasing warehouse/storage space as an operational barrier. The major reason why increasing staff is a challenge to the growth of food hubs because of the lack of training material or standard procedures available to the volunteers. Also, according to (Bunham, 2012), the average employee in a food hub is 5 among which the number of volunteers are around 3. Thus lack of effective management skills appears to be a major obstacle in the development of food hub. (Fischer et al, 2013) Lack of training programs to the managers as well as the volunteers who work at the food hub is another obstacle addressed in the survey. Based on these findings, this research study is conducted to see the positive effect of providing training and application of scientific management to the regional food hubs. The layout of the facility and the inventory storage locations (i.e., refrigerators, freezers, and shelves) needs to be reassessed as the food hubs’ operations grow and the needs of the business change.
Scientific management

The current management style followed in the food hub is ad-hoc style management. Ad-hoc style management was one in which the workers and the managers did not follow a specific set of procedure and the manager was isolated from the workmen. In addition, the workers could use any methods they think would suit the job and there was no standard procedure followed. (Chandima, 2009). In the current process followed by the food hub which is mainly volunteer based (Fischer et al, 2013), the new volunteers who come in to work does not have a specific procedure set to follow and end up working just to complete the work told. This leads to customer dissatisfaction, which is a major barrier to the growth of food hub (AT Kearny). Scientific management believes that workers would have higher productivity if they were assigned specific tasks. Scientific management majorly encompasses;

1. Shift in decision making from employers to managers.
2. Develop a standard method for performing each job
3. Train workers in the standard method established.
4. Help workers by good planning and avoiding interruptions.

Based on these principles, the importance of training and the individual work done by each worker is very clear and that is the basis upon which the scientific management theory is built on. (Gaugler, E., 1995)

Motivation for research

The three factors that motivate this research are:

1. Need for training currently given to the volunteers and workers at the food hub
2. Lack of any studies on the workflow analysis on the operational side of food hub
3. Need of introduction of scientific management principles in food hub to improve the effectiveness and efficiency.

The growth of food hubs over the last decade clearly shows that there should be more study done on the operational side of food hubs. There has been a lot of studies focusing on the supply chain aspect of food hubs and how it can be optimized to improve the efficiency of a food hub (Mittal & Krejci, 2015; Craven et al., 2016; Mittal et al., 2017). The need of effective management skills appears to be one of main causes of the inefficiency of food hubs. (Fischer et al, 2013) Training to the managers and workers on common functionalities of all food hubs and also training specific to a particular food hub is another factor that the National food hub survey suggests. The introduction of scientific management principles in the industry has seen the various industries like the auto industry has seen it thrive in the 20th and 21st century (Gaugler, E., 1995). There is a distinct lack of research done on the operational side of food hub and this is the gap my research is trying to bridge by introducing the Scientific Management and work organization principles in the food hub.

**Hypotheses**

H1: The Experimental group will take less time to stack than the control group.

H2: The Experimental group will take less time to pack than the control group.

H3: The Experimental group will have less number of errors in items stacked than the control group.

H4: The Experimental group will have less number of errors in items packed than the control group.
H5: The overall Team Interaction score of the experimental group will be higher than the control group.

**Literature review**

This chapter will look at all the literature that focuses on the work done on the food hubs and the areas of improvement that has been proposed based on previous studies and how scientific management principles could aid in filling this gap.

Local food has seen a significant growth in the last decade and that has translated to a growing body of research devoted to the topic. Studying and knowing the previous research enables us to build upon the research that is already done on this topic and exploring those areas that have been left out. The answer as to why there is the sudden growth in local food system has been answered in the previous research with many studies pointing to the environmental, health and economic benefits of moving towards local food hubs. Many studies have also shown the benefit of moving towards local food for the community. (Harris et.al, 2012; Winne, M., & Donahue, K. 2013; Johnson, R et.al, 2012; Bauman A, et.al, 2014)

According to the National food survey, the major challenges to the growth of a food hub are, managing growth, balancing supply and demand, access to capital, operational difficulties, price stabilization and finding reliable staff (Fischer et al, 2013). Also, the major barriers to growth according to the survey was increasing staff, securing more product supply, increasing truck capacity, increasing warehouse space, securing capital and consumer education.

According to this survey, increasing staff was the barrier to growth that the most food hubs noted. Of these, 19 hubs estimated the amount of money it would take to increase their staff to an appropriate level. Report from the various food hubs also suggest that increasing the revenue would not be enough to pay the staff and that other methods should be introduced in order to
increase the productivity of the current staff. The hubs had estimated costs that were around $10,000 to $250,000 with an average of $67,000 whereas the sales are in the range of $17,000 to $45,000,000 per annum with an average of around $3,000,000. (Fischer et al, 2013) Thus, it is clear that just by increasing the cash flow, the volunteer attrition or work satisfaction will not be affected and other ways of improving the volunteer interaction and satisfaction has to be looked into. Standardization and documentation, people management, material flow and quality control can be used to improve the efficiency and effectiveness. (Mittal et al., 2016). One possibility is train the staff and introduce standard work procedure. (Fischer et al, 2013). Training is defined as ‘A planned process to modify attitude, knowledge or skill behavior through a learning experience to achieve effective performance in any activity or range of activities. Its purpose, in the work situation, is to develop the abilities of the individual and to satisfy current and future manpower needs of the organization’ (Finegold, D., & Soskice, D. 1988)

Training plays an important role in the achievement of an organization goal by working towards the interest of the workforce and the organization itself. (Towers, B, 1996). Training has a positive impact on the return on investment. Training tries to impart necessary knowledge, skills and attitude to perform job related tasks and thus aids in improving job performance in direct way. (Truelove, 1995). The ideal practice is to supplement training with hands-on experience (Hughey, A. W., & Mussnug, K. J. 1997). They also state the idea of a Training manager, who in the case of food hubs could be the manager who is a full-time employee and how knows how the food hubs work. The time spent on training depends on the size of the institution and in the case of food hubs, need to be not a lot since the operation is not so complex. (Hughey, A. W., & Mussnug, K. J. 1997) The National Food-hub Survey, 2013 also mentions that improving the efficiency or performance of the employees is another way to improve operational efficiency of a
food hub. Training and development is a critical factor in the improvement of the employee efficiency (Ahmad, I., & ud Din, S. 2009). Training can be defined in many ways for example, training is defined as the planned and systematic modification of behavior through learning events, activities and programs which result in the participants achieving the levels of knowledge, skills, competencies and abilities to carry out their work effectively (Nassazi, A., 2013)

Training is given to employees mainly so that they acquire knowledge and perform it the best of their abilities. Scientific training is one of the most important principles of Scientific Management. Taylor states that each company should train the workers scientifically rather than passively leaving them to train themselves. It aims to unearth and cultivate workmen’s endowment, let them have the best performance in their work and obtain the highest efficiency (Freeman, 1996). It can be seen that “finding reliable seasonal and/or part-time staff” was one of their top three challenges faced by food hubs (Fischer et al, 2013). One way to make the current volunteers reliable is to give them initial training. It can also be seen that “dependence on volunteer labor” is a major concern for the food hubs. The average ratio of full-time employees to regular volunteers to occasional volunteers was 1 to 6.4 to 8. One of the major concerns of the food has been the high volunteer attrition rate. It can be seen that one of the factors that has always affected volunteer retention is satisfaction (Chelladurai & Ogasawara, 2003; Hayhurst, Saylor, & Stuenkel, 2005; Jamison, 2003; Carla A. Costa, Laurence Chalip, B. Christine Green, 2006; Perkins & Benoit, 2004) Satisfied and happy employees are more likely to stay with an organization. The two keys components that volunteer job experience depends on are: (1) training and (2) task execution. Thus, volunteer experience depends on the job satisfaction and training they receive which helps them do the job well (Wisner, Stringfellow, Youngdahl, &
Parker, 2005; Elstad, 1996). It is also seen that volunteer job satisfaction plays a direct role in improved job commitment (Vandenberg & Lance, 1992; Bateman & Strasser, 1984;) Thus, training should be set up in a way that there is interaction among the volunteers. This will enable the volunteers to improve their social connection and thus foster a community where they would want to come again and thus reduce attrition rates and at the same time improving job satisfaction.

Another factor that is a part of scientific management Principle is introduction of standard operating procedure (SOP) to improve the efficiency. Scientific Management implies that supervision must be achieved through a clear chain of commands and thus implies that SOP is a critical part of the philosophy. Standard operating procedures say that it must provide instructions in a manner that is easy for the new operator to easily understand the process and do it effectively and consistently. (Tuck, M K., et. Al, 2008) Thus, they should be concise systematic instruction to do a job effectively. Subject matter experts who know the process inside out should make SOP’s and they should have the willingness to consult the employees and consider their inputs.
CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

Iowa food co-operative

Iowa Food Cooperative is a multi-farm, community supported agriculture cooperative organized in 2008. The aim of the Cooperative was to create a system to be a focal point for the distribution of local food while meeting the demand for locally produced and benefitting the producers, customers and workers. Every producer, customer and workers are all part of the board and they are all equal stakeholders in the cooperative. Thus the cooperative also helps to build a connect between the customers and the producers. Thus it is a multi-stakeholder cooperative. The Sandhills farm to Table cooperative was one of the first of this type of equally owned of enterprises. The members can order products bi-weekly, depending on the season and the producers will bring in the produce on the Wednesdays and Thursdays. The customers can come in and get their order on Thursdays and various distribution centers pack the goods and take it to the respective distribution centers on Thursdays. The main products are divided into 3 sections. Frozen, Refrigerated and dry goods. The co-op also sells bulk produce in standard case lots and specialty produce, such as tomatoes, salad mix, etc. Along with fresh produce, the cooperative also sells shelf-stable items, such as jams, packaged flour, and bread. Dairy products including eggs is also available. The cooperative has more than 1000 consumer-subscribers. This subscription model helps the producers to know ahead of time the quantity of products needed for that cycle and gives them to time to finalize products available to be sold in additional channels. The members generally subscribe for a season, thus the cooperative receives a monetary commitment, creating a more stable market for both member classes. The cooperative
totally relies on a strong supply of good quality goods by the local producers. Value-added products are priced according to their local retail price.

**Work flow**

The major activity in the food hub can be divided into 3 sections.

1. Aggregation
2. Stacking
3. Packing

The general operation in the Food hub happens on a Wednesday and Thursday.

A pictorial representation of the facility layout is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Cad representation of the facility layout (Mittal, 2016)](image)
Process chart - Day 1

1. Producer comes in with items they are supposed to bring. The food items all have a tag shown in fig 2 which tells us what the food item is, who is the customer, the customer number, the producer name and the quantity.

![Figure 2: Item tag on all items bought by the producer](image1.jpg)

2. One of the workers checks in the Producer based on the producer list invoice. The list contains the different items, quantities, weights as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Producer invoice](image2.jpg)
3. Once the particular producer is checked in and the workers confirm they have all the goods, the producer collects the check from the previous week and leaves.

4. The items bought in by the producer is treated differently based on what is the item. There are mainly 3 categories
   a. Normal food items - Non refrigerated items
   b. Refrigerated food items
   c. Frozen food items

5. The way in which each type is treated is as follows
   - Dry goods - All kept in a tray and then assembled based on Customer number and place of delivery as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Dry good shelves

- Refrigerated goods - All the items are kept in the refrigerators just according to their place of delivery as shown in Figure 5. Also, once they are kept, a tag with
the respective producers’ name is stuck on the door (the tagging is done prior to the stacking) making it easy for the volunteers to pack.

Figure 5: Refrigerators

- Frozen food - Kept in refrigerators at the back. Arranged according to customer number, place of delivery as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Freezers for frozen goods
6. Volunteers come in by now and start putting tags on the pantry as shown in Figure 3. The process they follow to put the tags on the pantry is:

- The volunteers were given lists sorted according to the place of delivery. The list as shown in Figure 7 contains all items going to the particular place sorted according to the customer name and number.

- The volunteers then take the list to the respective delivery place location on the pantry and see if the name tags having the respective customer name who has a Non-refrigerated food item in the list is already put up on the pantry. If the tag is already there, then put a tick mark against that customer name on the list. If the tag is not there, circle the respective customers’ name. If there is an extra tag whose customer is not on the current list, remove it and keep it on its back side.

- Once the tags needed are known, the volunteer checks the stacks of tags as shown in Figure 8 kept on a movable cart. The tags are kept sorted according to the...
customer number. Volunteer checks for the respective tag that is needed and takes it from the stack. In case the customer number is new, then a new tag is made.

![Stack of magnetic tags](image)

**Figure 8:** Stack of magnetic tags

- These tags are then taken and arranged in ascending order of the customer name onto the pantry shelves as shown in Figure 3.

**Process chart - Day 2**

1. The producers stop bringing in food at 11am. The volunteers start packing the goods at 12:00PM.

2. There will be clipboards on which the lists are attached according to the delivery place and they are color coded for the ease of volunteers as shown in Figure 9.
3. There is no special sequence as to which the whole packing is done. Volunteers are free to choose whatever list they like and start there.

4. The lists are divided into 3 categories

- Frozen – It is basically the whole list of items as shown in Figure 7 for a particular place sorted according to customer number and number with FROZ marked on the top.

- Dry goods - It is the whole list of items as shown in Figure 7 for a particular place sorted according to customer number and number with DRY marked on the top.

- Refrigerated - The refrigerated goods list is color coded according to the place and is not sorted based on the customer number or name since the items all look alike and it is too tough to sort based on name as shown in Figure 10.
5. The packing method is different for the different items

- Frozen goods - They are packed into coolers with dry ice at the bottom. The cooler will have the Place name written on top and also will have the list attached to it with the producer names so that it will be easy for the distributors.

- Refrigerated goods - They are packed into coolers with no dry ice at the bottom. The coolers have the name of the Place of delivery. Also, it is not packed according to the customer name.

- Dry goods - They are packed into dry box according to the place of delivery. And they are arranged according to the customer name and number. The list of customer number is stuck on the box making it easier for the distributors.

6. Once it is packed, the respective distributors come and load them onto the respective transportation options available.
The overall process flow chart divided into 3 main categories is shown in the Figures 11, 12 and 13. Figure 11 showing the initial check in process, Figure 12 showing the stacking process and Figure 13 showing the packing stage.

Figure 11: Producer check in flowchart
Figure 12: Processes involved in stacking stage
Figure 13: Packing stage
Participant Selection

There were 60 participants selected for the study where each experiment in the study required 3 participants. The 60 participants included in the study were students enrolled at Iowa State University. The participants called for the study had no previous experience in working in a food hub since we needed to validate the effect of first time volunteers. Participants needed for the study was called in 3 ways. Using Flyers (APPENDIX C) containing brief of the study details was the 1st method and they were put in Black Engineering building. Second method involved announcement about the study to IE 271 class taken by Dr. Stone (Co PI). Students in his class were given the option of taking part in the study to obtain extra credits. Taking part in the study, whether the students finished the study or not, would earn them extra credits which accounted to 3% of their final grade in the class. If the students from IE 271 chose not to take part in the study, they were provided with an alternative homework assignment, which will provide them with the same credits upon submission. An informed consent form template was obtained from Iowa State University website and filled out with all the details as required by the Internal Review Board (IRB). The consent form (APPENDIX B) was provided to each participant prior to taking part in the study. The participants were asked to read and understand the consent form and sign upon agreement of conditions of the study. If anyone had any concerns, they were allowed to withdraw at any point of time.

The exclusion criteria followed for participant selection is that anyone under 18 years old had be excluded because the volunteers at the food hub are all above 18 and that had to be the population group that will be included in the study. The participants’ ID will be checked before the recording. Individuals must be over 105 pounds and not use a heart pacemaker or an automatic defibrillator. This is because the task does involve lifting of objects around 5 pounds.
Materials

In order to replicate the activities in a food hub, the most appropriate method was to create a small-scale food hub facility in the lab at Iowa State University with an appropriate scale down of different materials there. In the scaled down version of the food hub, there will be two shelves for dry goods, one closed shelf acting as a refrigerator for the refrigerated goods. Two closed plastic shelves, one acting as a refrigerator and one acting as a freezer for frozen goods. The rest of the food hub operation was simulated using the various customer, producer lists used by the volunteers to stack and pack the food items, three white boards, 2 tables to collect the items bought it by the Co-PI. The fake food items used will be 65 refrigerated goods, 104 NON-goods and 29 frozen goods.

Variables

Table 1: List of independent and dependent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Improvement</td>
<td>Time taken to stack all the products</td>
<td>seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Time taken to pack all the products</td>
<td>seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of errors in items stacked</td>
<td>No unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of errors in items packed</td>
<td>No unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Interaction score</td>
<td>No unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Collection

This section will describe the methods used for measuring each of the above-mentioned dependent variable. The time taken to complete stacking the products will be noted and the time taken for the participants to pack the goods will be noted by the PI. The accuracy with which the products are stacked and packed into the boxes will be calculated based on the number of errors made per group. The PI and the Co-PI will check the shelves, refrigerators and freezers once they are packed and also check the individual boxes packed to see if all the items in the customer invoice is packed into the boxes. The data between the control groups and the treatment groups will then be compared to see the effect training and the other changes have on the operational efficiency both time wise and error rate wise.

Experimental Design

The experimental design is a full factorial based design with 2 levels of Training and 2 levels of Process improvement (With and without). Thus the independent variables in the study is Training and Process Improvement. The dependent variables which are the main KPI’s that are used to access the operational efficiency of a food hub are, time taken to stack (TS), time taken to pack (TP), number of errors during stacking (ES), number of errors during packing (TP) and team interaction score (TI). Thus based on the full factorial design, 4 treatment groups are tested in this study. The treatment groups being:

* Treatment Group 1 (T1):* This is the control group, where the participants are doing exactly what is done in the food hub at the moment. Thus, this acts as a baseline group. This group did the study without any process improvement or training. There were five teams of three members each as part of Treatment Group 1.
*Treatment Group 2 (T2):* This is the group where the participants were given both training and they did the study in an improved process. There were five groups of three members each were part of Treatment Group 2.

*Treatment Group 3 (T3):* This is the group where the participants did the task with the process improvement but without any training. Five groups of three member each were part of Treatment Group 3.

*Treatment Group 4 (T4):* This is the group where the participants did the task in the old setting, without any process improvement but were given training. Five groups of three member each were part of Treatment Group 4.

Table 2: Treatment Groups and their respective conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Group 1</th>
<th>Treatment Group 2</th>
<th>Treatment Group 3</th>
<th>Treatment Group 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No training + No</td>
<td>Training + Process</td>
<td>No Training +</td>
<td>Training + No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process improvement</td>
<td>Process improvement</td>
<td>Process improvement</td>
<td>Process improvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experimental Procedure**

The study started with the participants signing the Informed consent form, filling out a discomfort survey and given an overall idea about the food hub, the research motivation and the work done by the volunteers at the food hub. Participants in T2 and T4 were given training on what exactly needed to be done. The PI and the Co-PI gave a demo on what needs to be done as part of training. The participants in these groups were also given standard work procedure which clearly gave instructions per participant as shown in Figures 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. Verbal
instructions were given to participants in all the groups since that is the way it is currently done in food hubs and the participants were asked to let the PI know in case they had any questions regarding the process. The number of producers to be used in the study was determined based on the observational data collected prior to the study. The number thus determined for a scaled down study was eight. The number of goods per producer was determined based on the observational data done prior to the study too.

Figure 14: SOP for check in

Figure 15: SOP for setting up dry good shelves
Figure 16: SOP for stacking NON goods

Figure 17: SOP for setting up refrigerators

Figure 18: SOP for stacking refrigerated goods
The general process followed in the study as per what happens in a food hub was; one participant checked the producers in, making sure all the items were there. Simultaneously, the second participant sets up the shelves for the dry goods while the third participant sets up the refrigerators/freezers for the respective goods. Once the set up was complete, the second and third participant move on to stacking the goods. Time taken to stack the dry/refrigerated/frozen goods per producer was noted by the PI. It was determined from the observational data collected prior to the study that each producer will be introduced at an interval of 5mins each. In case the participants finished the stacking before the pre-determined 5mins, the volunteers were asked to double check the location of each product. Once the goods for all eight producers are stacked, the PI counted the number of errors for the stacking process by checking the goods for each customer.

The next process is the packing process for which verbal instructions were given for all the groups and specific instructions regarding what needs to be done was given for the treatment groups T2 and T4. T2 and T4 participants were also given Standard Operating Procedure as shown in Figures 19, 20 and 21 which clearly demarcates work according to participant. The items were supposed to be packed into containers with respect to the location for dry/refrigerated/frozen goods respectively with a written tag signifying what type of goods and where the goods are supposed to be delivered in the respective container. The participants also had to label the dry goods and frozen containers noting down the respective customers in each container. The refrigerated goods container just needed to be labeled with the respective delivery location name. The packaged containers were checked to see whether there is any errors and the total number of errors per place was noted down.
Packing Goods – Dry Goods

1) Take the empty box to the dry goods location indicated on the Customer List by Location.

2) From the NON goods shelves, pick the quantities indicated on the Customer List by Location sheet from their respective locations and put them into the box.

3) Re-check the Customer List by Location to confirm all products are in the box.

4) When all products from the NON Goods List are in the box, close the box and label it by location. Write down all customer numbers that are in the box on the label.

Figure 19: SOP for packing NON goods

Packing Goods – Refrigerated

1) Take the empty box to the refrigerator.

2) Take the REFR Goods List per particular location. Pick the quantity of product indicated based on the producer indicated. Ex. 2 tomatoes from Atlantica

3) When all products from the REFR Goods List are in the box, label it by location.

Figure 21: SOP for packing frozen goods

Packing Goods – Frozen

1) Take the empty box to the freezer.

2) From the freezer, pick the quantities indicated on the Customer List by Location sheet from their respective locations and put them into the box.

3) Re-check the Customer List by Location to confirm all products are in the box.

4) When all products from the FROZ Goods List are in the box, label the box by location. Write down all customer numbers that are in the box on the label.

Figure 20: SOP for packing refrigerated goods
The study ended with the participants all given a team interaction scorecard where they were asked to rate their team-members based on five criteria (Loughry, M. et.al, 2014). The five criteria’s being,

- Contributed to teams work?
- How was interaction among team members?
- Kept the team on track?
- Had expected quality of work?
- Had relevant knowledge, skills and abilities?

Participants were asked to fill a discomfort survey (APPENDIX D) and also asked to fill a questionnaire with a few questions (APPENDIX E)
CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

The five KPI’s affecting the operational performance was determined to be Time to stack, Time to pack, Numbers of errors while stacking, Number of errors while packing and Team Interaction score. Since we have a full factorial 2*2 model, 2 Way ANOVA at 95% confidence interval was performed on the data to check if the changes made created a significant difference or not. To determine whether the data is normal, the Box Cox method was used and transformation was done as necessary to make the data normal.

Time to stack

The time to stack was found by calculating the total time taken to stack all the different type of goods (dry, refrigerated and frozen) per producer. The individual times were added up and a total time was calculated per group. Figure 22 shows the average time per treatment group. It can be seen that the average time to stack is lesser for Treatment groups T2 and T3 is less than Treatment groups T1 and T4. It was also noted that the initial dry goods set up time taken for the Treatment groups with the Process Improvements (T2 and T3) was around 10% lesser than the time taken by Treatment groups T1 and T4. This is a significant improvement since this is generally the process that takes maximum time in a Food hub.
Since the data set is less than 30, a Box Cox test for normality was done and the results were determined to be normal as seen in Figure 23.
Since the data was normal, a 2 way ANOVA was done. The results as shown in Figure 24 clearly shows a p value less than 0.0001 for the model on the whole, p value of 0.0001 for the Process Improvement, a p value of 0.0007 for Training and a p value of 0.0439 for both together which shows that there is an interaction between the two variables. Thus, we can see that the main effects and the interaction of the independent variables are both significant as any p value < 0.05 is deemed significant.

![ANOVA results for selected factorial model](image)

Figure 24: Summary of ANOVA results for the independent variables for time to stack

Figure 25 shows that both the Process Improvement and Training Factors negatively affect the time to stack. In addition, it is clear that the interaction effect of these two factors is playing a role in reducing the time to stack. Moving from without training to with training caused larger reduction in time to stack under the without process improvement condition compared to with process improvement condition. From the slope of the two plots, it can also be seen that Process Improvement plays a bigger role in the ‘Without training’ condition as compared to the ‘With Training’ condition. Based on the above statements, it can be concluded that ‘With Process Improvement’ and ‘With Training’ will lead to the lowest time to stack.
Time taken to pack

The time to pack was calculated by calculating the total time taken to pack all the different type of goods (dry, refrigerated and frozen) per location into the containers. The individual times per location was added up and a total time was calculated per treatment group. Figure 26 shows the average time taken to pack per treatment group. It is clear to see that the groups with training T2 and T4 have the lesser average time compared to the control group T1 and T3.
Figure 26: Average time taken to pack per treatment group

Since the data set is less than 30, a Box Cox test for normality was done and the results were determined to be normal as seen in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Normality plot for time to pack
A 2-way ANOVA was done on the data and the results as shown in Figure 28 clearly shows a p value less than 0.0001 for the model on the whole, just for training and just for process improvement. Also, a p value less than 0.0001 for both Training and Process Improvement together which shows that there is an interaction between the two variables. Thus we can see that the main effects and the interaction of the independent variables are both significant.

![ANOVA Table](image)

Figure 28: Summary of ANOVA results for the independent variables for time to pack

Figure 29 shows that training majorly negatively affect the time to pack. In addition, it is clear that the interaction effect of these two factors plays a role. Moving from without training to with training caused a larger reduction in time to pack under the without process improvement condition compared to with process improvement condition. From the slope of the two plots, it can also be seen that Process Improvement plays a bigger role in the ‘Without training’ condition as compared to the ‘With Training’ condition. Based on the above statements, it can be concluded that ‘Training’ leads to the lower time to pack irrespective of Process Improvement.
Figure 29: Interaction plot for variables Training and Process Improvement – time to pack

**Number of errors while stacking**

The number of errors while stacking was found by calculating the number of errors per location per type of goods. Total number of errors were found by adding up individual number of errors. Figure 30 shows the average number of errors per treatment group. It is clear to see that the groups with process improvement (T2 and T3) have the lower average number of errors as compared to Treatment groups T1 and T4. Another factor that was seen from the study was that the around 90% of the errors in stacking came due misplaced dry goods and the additional check included in the Process Improvement Treatment groups T2 and T3 has caused a decrease in the average number of errors due to stacking.
Figure 30: Average number of errors during stacking per treatment group

Since the data set is less than 30, a Box Cox test for normality was done and the results were determined to be normal as seen in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Normality plot for number of errors while stacking
A 2-way ANOVA was done on the data and the results as shown in Figure 32 clearly shows a p value of 0.0029 for the model on the whole. The p value for just Process Improvement is 0.0015 and the p value for Training is 0.0378. The p value for interaction is 0.2030. Thus we can see that the main effects are significant but the interaction in itself is not significant and this can be seen in the interaction plot in Figure 33.

![ANOVA Table](image)

Figure 32: Summary of ANOVA results for the independent variables for number of errors while stacking

Figure 33 shows that both the Process Improvement and Training Factors negatively affect the number of errors during stacking. Moving from without-training to with-training caused larger reduction in number of errors while stacking under the without process improvement condition compared to with process improvement condition. From the slope of the two plots, it can also be seen that Process Improvement plays a bigger role in the ‘Without training’ condition as compared to the ‘With Training’ condition. It can be seen from the graph that the ‘With Training’ and ‘With Process Improvement’ condition has the lowest number of errors.
Figure 33: Interaction plot for variables Training and Process Improvement – number of errors while stacking

**Number of errors while packing**

The number of errors while packing was found by calculating the number of errors per location/type of goods and the total number of errors was found by adding up individual numbers. Figure 34 shows the average number of errors per treatment groups. It can be clearly seen that Treatment groups T2 and T3 have the least average error as compared to Treatment groups T1 and T4. Again, as discussed in the previous section, the majority of the errors during packing was due to the wrongly stacked dry goods and the double check measure added as part of Process Improvement has reduced the number of errors while packing significantly.
Since the data set is less than 30, a test for normality using the Box Cox method is done on the data and it was seen that the data was not normal. A square root transformation was done on the data and the resulting set of data was found to be normal as seen in the Figure 35.

Figure 34: Average number of errors while packing per treatment group

Figure 35: Normality plot for number of errors while packing
A 2-way ANOVA was done on the data and the results as shown in Figure 36 clearly shows a p value of 0.0029 for the model on the whole. The p value for just Process Improvement is 0.0050 and the p value for Training is 0.1176. The p value for interaction is 0.2183. Thus we can see that the main effect from Process Improvement is the only one that has a significant impact on the numbers of errors due to packing. Training in itself and the interaction is not significant in this case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Process In</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Training</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.2183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 36: Summary of ANOVA results for the independent variables for number of errors while packing

From Figure 37, it was observed that Process Improvement and training factors negatively affect the number of errors while packing. Statistically, moving from without training to with training does not reduce the number of errors while packing under the without process improvement condition compared to with process improvement condition. From the slope of the two plots, it can also be seen that Process Improvement plays a bigger role in the ‘Without training’ condition as compared to the ‘With Training’ condition. It can also be concluded that in the ‘With Process Improvement’ groups, training does not play a big role in reducing the number of errors as the average number of error is almost the same.
Figure 37: Interaction plot for variables Training and Process Improvement – number of errors while packing

**Team Interaction**

The team interaction score per group was calculated by adding up individual scores as per the team interaction score chart. Figure 38 shows the average Team Interaction score per Treatment group. It can be seen from the figure below that the team interaction score is higher for the Treatment groups T2, T3 and T4.
Since the data set is less than 30, a test for normality using the box-cox method is done on the data and it was seen that the data was normal as shown in the figure below.
A 2-way ANOVA was done on the data and the results as shown in Figure 40 clearly shows a p value of 0.0081 for the model on the whole. The p value for just Process Improvement is 0.0312 and the p value for Training is 0.0395. The p value for interaction is 0.0245. Thus it is seen that the main effects Training and process improvement as well as the interaction is all important.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>228.55</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76.18</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Process In</td>
<td>76.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>76.05</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Training</td>
<td>68.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68.45</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>0.0395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>84.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>84.05</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 40: Summary of ANOVA results for the independent variables for team interaction score

Figure 41 shows that the training majorly affects the team interaction score. In addition, it is clear that the interaction effect of these two factors plays a role. Moving from without-training to with-training caused larger reduction in team interaction score under the without process improvement condition compared to with process improvement condition. From the slope of the two plots, it can also be seen that Process Improvement plays a bigger role in the ‘Without training’ condition as compared to the ‘With Training’ condition. It can also been seen from the straight line for ‘With Training’ that once training is provided, it does not make a difference whether there is process improvement or not.
From the experiment results, the effectiveness of the introducing Scientific Management Principles in food hub to improve the operational efficiency was assessed using various KPI’s like time to stack, time to pack, number of errors while stacking, number of errors while packing and the team interaction score. As you go through the results, it is clear to see that there is an overall improvement.

If we consider each of the KPI’s individually, the effect of Process Improvement, Training and their interaction is different on each. If we take the case of time to stack, we can see that Training, Process Improvement and interaction are all significant. It was observed that the best option is to go with a combination of Training and Process improvement to get the best efficiency in terms of time to stack. If we take the case of time to pack, it was seen that Training, Process Improvement and interaction are all significant. It was observed that the best results
were observed when Training and Process Improvement were combined. In the case of number of errors to stack, it was seen that Process improvement and Training are both significant but the interaction is not significant. Another factor that was observed that almost 90% of the errors during the stacking process was made in the dry goods stacking process and the improved process that has the additional check made to catch the error, reduced the number of error significantly. When the Number of errors to pack data is analyzed, it was noted that Process improvement is significant in reducing the errors whereas Training alone and their interaction was not significant. When the Team interaction score data was analyzed, it can be seen that Training, Process Improvement and Interaction are all significant, but it was difficult to conclude which factor alone made a bigger impact. Training does play a pivotal role in improving the Team interaction score. The biggest factor in the team interaction study that was the Quality of work showed an increase in its mean value of 3.4 to 5 for the Training treatment groups (T2 and T4).

Furthermore, in the questionnaire that was answered by the participants, an overwhelming 100% of participants in T1 and T3 felt that standard work procedure and training at the beginning of the study would have helped improve the overall efficiency. 92% of the participants for T1 and T4 felt that the stacking process was confusing and only 3% of the participants in T2 and T3 felt it confusing after the process improvements. Also, another factor that was seen was that the initial set up time for stacking the dry goods came down by around 10% for the Treatment groups with the process improvement. This is a major improvement because in the large scale food hub, this is the first process that is done and the completion if this governs the time taken by the other process and thus can make a significant improvement in the overall process. The new process also negates the use of magnetic tags and thus offers a financial advantage too.
It can be concluded that a combination of both Training and Process Improvement is the way to move forward if the objective is an overall operational efficiency improvement. Thus it can be concluded that introduction of Scientific management principles does improve the efficiency of a food-hub.
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

This paper attempts to highlight the importance of introducing scientific management principles in the food hub operation. It can be clearly seen from the observational study and the experimental results that the current ad-hoc process has a high scope of improvement. It can be concluded that Training and Process Improvement when introduced together offers an improvement in the overall efficiency of the food hub in terms of its key KPI’s like time to stack, time to pack, number of errors while stacking, number of errors while packing and the overall team interaction.

Food hubs are a key player when it comes to bridging the gap between sustainability and social economy. In short, food hubs are creating a symbiotic culture between social and environmental objective in the way food is produced, accessed and consumed. Food hubs thus play an important role in scaling up the sustainable regional and local food systems. Thus, food hubs with their mode of functioning is a direct contributor to sustainable agriculture, which is a method of farming that minimizes environmental damage and depletion of resources. For the food hubs to be grow, the operational efficiency and volunteer participation has to increase with a decrease in volunteer attrition which is what we see with the introduction of scientific management principles.

In summary, scientific management principles does have a positive impact on the operational efficiency of food hubs.
Future work

In this study, five KPI’s were analyzed and it is clear that introducing the proposed changes brings about an improvement in the efficiency. As a part of future work, detailed KPI’s can be analyzed and each activity can be taken in isolation and studied. Standardizing the whole process by standardizing the process to stack and pack the different type of goods could be studied. This would help in making a standard process and will make training the volunteers easier. Using a higher sample size and changing up the different team sizes will give more reliable data. Another factor that could be considered is a test for familiarity by making the same group who did test in one particular condition do the test once more in the same condition and analyze how much that improves performance as compared to introducing Training and Process Improvement. Ergonomic improvements could be made and tested in addition to the other improvements.
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APPENDIX B INFORMED CONSENT FORM

INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT

Title of Study: Scientific evaluation and redesign of food hub operations

Investigators: Dean Jose, Dr. Richard Stone, Dr. Caroline Krejci, Dr. Michael Domeich, Dr. Richard Stone, Zhongjun Wang

This form describes a research project. It has information to help you decide whether or not you wish to participate. Research studies include only people who choose to take part—your participation is completely voluntary. Please discuss any questions you have about the study or about this form with the project staff before deciding to participate.

Introduction

The objective of this study is to simulate the current jobs in food hubs and conduct a classical ergonomics analysis on the jobs in a normal shift at the food hub, analyze the efficiency of the jobs currently done and analyze how good the proposed methods for improvement are.

You are being invited to participate in this study because you are over the age of 18, weigh at least 105 pounds, and do not use a heart pacemaker or an automatic defibrillator.

Description of Procedures

If you agree to participate, you will be asked to sign this consent form. You are requested to wear athletic clothes and shoes to the experiment. Tank tops are not allowed. After signing, height and weight measurements will be collected. You will be asked to complete a discomfort survey that asks about your perceived level of discomfort for specific parts of your body. You will then be equipped with a heart rate monitor. Heart rate data will be collected for the remainder of the experiment. Before beginning the trial, you will be asked to sit and remain silent for 5-10 minutes so resting data can be collected.

The participants will be given instructions about the study and participants are encouraged to ask any questions regarding the study.

The Audio and video recording will begin at this point right before the actual task starts. The task and how it is done will be recorded for further investigation later during the analysis phase in case any extra clarification is needed regarding the data collected. The audio recording is mainly to analyze team interaction among the participants in both the treatment groups.

Part 1 - 1 hour - Arranging the deliveries in to the designated areas in the shelves (The shelves will be named accordingly). The PI and/or the Co-PI will make 20 deliveries of different food items and set it in a designated area. The weight of the food items would not exceed 5 pounds.

From this area, the participants have to take these and keep it on the designated shelves.

This will continue for an hour after which the food item delivery will stop.
Part 2 - At the completion of part 1, the participants have to take these food items from the shelves and keep it in the packets for each customer (Packets will be named and the items needed for the customer will be noted on the packet like current practice)

Participant will complete the discomfort survey again. Participant will remain standing while taking this discomfort survey. Sensors will be removed. The participants will be given a team interaction score sheet where they will score their teammates on five attributes. [Attachment 6]

Participant will participate in an informal interview [Attachment 5]. Your participation will last around 3 hours. The questionnaire, height and weight measurements, and discomfort survey should take a total of 5-10 minutes. Getting equipped with the heart rate monitor as well as collecting baseline data should take 15 minutes. Part 1 of the study should take 1 hour and the 2nd part should be done within 30 minutes. Removing the sensors, taking the discomfort survey and completing the informal interview should take around 15 minutes.

**Risks or Discomforts**

While participating in this study you may experience the following risks or discomforts: picking up loads of around 3 pounds, frustration of performing the tasks. You will be monitored throughout the experiment and if you experience too much physical or mental discomfort, you will be allowed to terminate the trial at any time and the facilitator will immediately stop the trial. If any participant is feeling anxious because of the EMG electric pulses, you are free to let me know and will be allowed to discontinue from the trial.

**Benefits**

If you decide to participate in this study, there will be no direct benefit to you. It is hoped that the information gained in this study will benefit society by advancing the knowledge of backpack features, usage, and design.

**Costs and Compensation**

You will not have any costs from participating in this study. If you are a student in Dr. Stone’s IE 271, you will receive up to 5% extra credits points for participation in the study. Should you choose to withdraw from the study at any time, you will still receive full credit. There will be no effects on students’ grades or standing with the course instructors beyond extra credit. If you are not a student in IE 271, no compensation will be offered.

**Alternatives to Participation**

Students in IE 271 may alternatively choose to complete an auxiliary homework based extra credit assignment worth the same amount of points.

**Participant Rights**

Participating in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to take part in the study or to stop participating at any time, for any reason, without penalty or negative consequences. You can skip any questions that you do not wish to answer. Your choice of whether or not to participate will have no impact on you as a student/employee in any way.
If you have any questions about the rights of research subjects or research-related injury, please contact the IRB Administrator, (515) 294-4566, IRB@iastate.edu, or Director, (515) 294-3115, Office for Responsible Research, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011.

Confidentiality

Records identifying participants will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by applicable laws and regulations and will not be made publicly available. However, federal government regulatory agencies, auditing departments of Iowa State University, and the institutional Review Board (a committee that reviews and approves human subject research studies) may inspect and/or copy study records for quality assurance and data analysis. These records may contain private information.

To ensure confidentiality to the extent permitted by law, the following measures will be taken: all participants will be assigned a research identification number. Identifying information will be collected, retained, and kept confidential. Your information will be kept in a locked filing cabinet and/or a password protected computer file. In the case of the video being used in the presentation or in the thesis, the faces will be blurred.

Questions

You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during this study. For further information about the study, contact the principal investigator, Dean Jose, at dearjose@iastate.edu or the supervising faculty member, Dr. Richard Stone, at rstone@iastate.edu.

Consent and Authorization Provisions

Your signature indicates that you voluntarily agree to participate in this study, that the study has been explained to you, that you have been given the time to read the document, and that your questions have been satisfactorily answered. You will receive a copy of the written informed consent prior to your participation in the study.

Participant’s Name (printed) ____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Participant’s Signature Date
APPENDIX C FLYER

Participants needed!

Scientific evaluation and redesign of food hub operations

Iowa State University is currently conducting a study regarding ergonomic assessment in the food hub, it will help the food hub to build a better ergonomic environment to prevent injuries.

You should not participate if under age 18. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to perform tasks that are currently operating in the local food hub, you will be observed and video recorded. Some appropriate ergonomic assessments such as Electromyography (EMG) and Discomfort survey will be used to evaluate the current ergonomic environment.

Records identifying participants will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by applicable laws and regulations and will not be made publicly available.

The whole study will be video recorded to capture the participant’s postures while performing the task. The interviews will be audio recorded.

Participation will be voluntary and you may quit the study at any time if you do not wish to finish the study. There will be no compensation provided for this study. All identifying details such as names, video and audio information will be kept confidential and will not be used in publication.

If you are interested in joining the study, if you have any concern and other information about this study, you are welcome to contact:

Dean Jose, deanjose@iastate.edu

Email: deanjose@iastate.edu
APPENDIX D DISCOMFORT SURVEY

Discomfort Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Part</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Back</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist/Hand(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Leg(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot/Ankle(s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX E QUESTIONNAIRE

Post Experimental Interview questions

1. Did you face any discomfort during the survey? If Yes, what were the discomforts?

2. Was it specifically during a certain task?

3. Which task did you think was the most time consuming or confusing?

4. Do you think you could improve any task that you did? Any suggestions to improve this?

5. Do you think that specific instructions at the beginning will help you/helped you with the activity?

6. Do you think placement of the final baskets influenced the time and effort you had to put in?